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SR maps out its political future
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS »
6 plans aim to redivide
city more equitably
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The Santa Rosa City Council
last week pared down a long list
of maps of possible future electoral districts to a handful, but
consensus remains elusive on
the best way to carve the city

into the fairest possible political
fiefdoms.
The list of 28 different maps
— created by the city’s demographer based on public response
— was whittled down to just six
by the end of Tuesday’s council meeting in an effort to focus
what so far has been an unwieldy mapping process for the
council and the public.
“It’s difficult for us to look at
28 maps,” Mayor Chris Coursey
said. “It’s very difficult for the

vote for three candipublic to try to sort this MAPS INSIDE
out.”
The six maps for dates this fall and four
In the face of a law- electoral districts in 2020, voters will be
suit claiming its election being considered able to vote only for a
system disenfranchises by the Santa Rosa single candidate who
Latinos, the city is in City Council / A8 lives in their district.
Figuring out how to
the midst of switching to
district-based elections. When chop the city into seven equalimplemented, the seven council sized chunks of 25,000-ish resimembers, like county supervi- dents has proved tricky, howevsors, will be elected from spe- er, in part because of just how
cific areas of the city instead of many maps there are to consider. Council members sought
citywide.
So instead of being able to to winnow the list of potential
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districts down to a more manageable number so they and the
public can have a more productive discussion about the key
themes underlying the effort.
Should the downtown have a
single council member represent
it for simplicity or several because it’s too important to have
just one vote on the council?
Should Coffey Park and
Fountaingrove be in separate
TURN TO DISTRICTS » PAGE A8

VOTER PROFILING

Company
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data of
millions
Trump campaign given
details on activities
of 50M Facebook users

By MATTHEW ROSENBERG
AND NICHOLAS CONFESSORE
NEW YORK TIMES
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Coldwell Banker agent Ron Larson surveys a Deauville Place property on March 8 he has listed in Santa Rosa’s Fountaingrove neighborhood. It’s
one of 16 of 43 lots on the street, top photo, being sold by various agencies for owners who’ve chosen not to rebuild after October’s Tubbs fire.

Property sales gain momentum as builders, investors buy up SR parcels
In the past four months, Sonoma County fire
survivors have offered about 300 burned lots for
sale. That amounts to nearly 6 percent of the
5,200 home sites that burned in Sonoma County
he cul-de-sac above the first green of the
during the wildfires.
Fountaingrove golf club has become a
Since the start of the year, 25 new lots a week
land of broken dreams.
have been put up for sale, a pace that equates
At the southern tip of Deauville Place, near
to 1,300 a year. While no
a meadow where the new
one knows how long that
grass shimmers green, five
will continue, real estate
adjacent lots have been ofagents and brokers expect
fered for sale. Each one has
that hundreds more lots will
been cleared of debris after
enter the market this year.
the homes there burned in
“We’re only at the tip
the October wildfires.
of the iceberg,” said Rick
In that same three-street
Laws, senior vice president
subdivision off Fir Ridge
MONICA NOWAK, real estate agent
for Pacific Union InternaDrive, property owners are
with Coldwell Banker in Santa Rosa
tional in Santa Rosa.
selling 16 of the available 43
Thus far, the sellers largely have been retired
home sites. Only a few still have houses standing.
residents who balk at spending the time and en“That little enclave took a beating,” said Ron
ergy needed to rebuild their former homes, said
Larson, a real estate agent for Coldwell Banker
in Santa Rosa. “A lot of people decided not to
rebuild.”
TURN TO LOTS » PAGE A12

By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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“It seemed like there
was just a frenzy of
builders trying to
purchase these lots.”

WHO’S BUYING UP
PROPERTY IN SR
Six builders and investors have
purchased 37 of the nearly 100 lots
sold between November and late
February:

11

4

10

4

APM Homes
Rebuild
Palm JR

5

Treewell
Investments

Sabine
Bravo
Christopherson
Builders

3

Gallaher
Homes

Source: Rick Laws, Pacific Union
International

LONDON — As the upstart
voter-profiling company Cambridge Analytica prepared to
wade into the 2014 U.S. midterm
elections, it had a problem.
The firm had secured a
$15 million investment from
Robert Mercer, the wealthy Republican donor, and wooed his
political adviser, Stephen Bannon, with the promise of tools
that could identify the personalities of U.S. voters and influence
their behavior. But it did not
have the data to make its new
products work.
So the firm harvested private
information from the Facebook
profiles of more than 50 million
users without their permission,
according to former Cambridge
employees, associates and documents, making it one of the
largest data leaks in the social
network’s history. The breach
allowed the company to exploit
the private social media activity
of a huge swath of the U.S. electorate, developing techniques
that underpinned its work on
President Donald Trump’s campaign in 2016.
An examination by the New
York Times and the Observer of
London reveals how Cambridge
Analytica’s drive to bring to
market a potentially powerful
new weapon put the firm — and
wealthy conservative investors
seeking to reshape politics —
under scrutiny from investigators and lawmakers on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Christopher
Wylie,
who
helped found Cambridge and
worked there until late 2014,
said of its leaders: “Rules don’t
matter for them. For them, this
is a war, and it’s all fair.”
“They want to fight a culture
war in America,” he said.
“Cambridge Analytica was
supposed to be the arsenal of
TURN TO DATA » PAGE A2

Marijuana and racial justice
OAKLAND VS COMPTON » Cities share striking
similarities, differences in age of pot legalization
By THOMAS FULLER
NEW YORK TIMES

OAKLAND — When officers
burst into Rickey McCullough’s
two-story home in Oakland a
decade ago they noted a “strong
fresh odor of marijuana.” McCullough had been growing
large amounts of marijuana
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illegally, police said. He was arrested and spent a month in jail.
A few weeks ago the city of
Oakland, now promoting itself
as a hub for marijuana entrepreneurs, awarded McCullough, 33, a
license to sell marijuana and the
prospect of interest-free loans.
Four hundred miles to the
south, in the Los Angeles sub-
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urb of Compton, Virgil Grant, 50,
straddles the same two worlds,
but with a different outcome. He
was a marijuana dealer in the
1990s whose customers are said
to have included rap stars like Dr.
Dre, Snoop Dogg and Tupac, and
he spent more than eight years in
prison on marijuana convictions.
But his vision of starting a marijuana dispensary in his hometown was dashed in January
JIM WILSON / NEW YORK TIMES
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A Magnolia Wellness employee stocks a display case Feb. 16 in Oakland.

WHY IS 49ERS SAFETY UNSIGNED? C.W. Nevius
ponders NFL’s role after free agent Reid says
owners are penalizing him for activism / C1
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